MODEL 65022: SMALL AWNING

**ID**  | **Item Description** | **Qty**
--- | --- | ---
SMA  | Small Awning  | 1
SMP  | Shock Pole  | 1
SMB  | Small Awning Bag  | 1

**SEC 1.1**
**SMALL AWNING INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS**
Open the Trailer and unfold the Tent as shown.

**SEC 1.2**
Lay out the Small Awning (SMA) upside down and on top of the Tent.

**SEC 1.3**
Unfold the Shock Pole (SMP) and insert through the 3 sleeves of the Small Awning.

**SEC 1.4**
Place the ends of the Shock Pole into the 2 End Pockets.

**SEC 1.5**
Insert the ends of each Flex Rod into the End Pockets of the Small Awning. Allow Straps to hang over front of Tent.

**SEC 1.6**
Set Tent up with one foot on tailgate and the other on the step stool. Grasp the Tent by the Flex Rods near the center and slowly trace a square:

- A- Lift up level to head
- B- Backward toward nose.
- C- Down to lap.
- C- Forward
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1.6 While standing on tailgate:

E. Lift up.

F. Pull the Frame Upright toward body to lock in place.

1.7 Use Straps to flip Small Awning forward into position over front of tent.

1.8 Attach straps to outer corners of the Trailer Wings. Using the adjustable buckles tighten straps snug but not over tight.

Note: Strong wind gusts may cause damage to Small Awning. Discontinue use in extreme wind conditions.